Mitsubishi celebrates Durga Pujo in Kolkata with 120 minute Xpress Service,
Auto Balla, October 14
Existing and potential buyers visiting the Mitsubishi showroom in Kolkata – Shah Automobiles are in
for a surprise as a special Durga Pujo offer is on the cards. The showroom’s service facility was
recently spruced up and is spread over a 12000 sq feet area.

To celebrate the spirit of Durga Pujo in the city, the company is offering a special 120 minute Xpress
Service while customers are able to relax in a specially furnished lounge area while the vehicle gets
an on the spot servicing. Customers are even allowed to inspect their vehicle while it is being
serviced, all in a matter of 2 hours, while they sit back and relax in the comforts of the lounge area
which offers special luxury benefits to customers.
The service station of Mitsubishi Kolkata received a revamp right from its body shop to paint booth
which offers the best of facilities to existing customers. Areas are more spacious thus offering ample
space to those servicing the vehicles while the spare part are offers genuine Mitsubishi parts which
are readily available. The service station sees increased manpower due to which they are now able
to increase servicing of cars from a previous count of 6 to 10 per day.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Uttam Bose stated, “We have always tried innovative and effective
ways to delight our customers. The revitalized facility will welcome the customers to a furnished
lounge where they may relax and enjoy while their vehicle gets overhauled within 120 minutes. The
reception area promises to the customer novel experience of inspecting his vehicle even as it is
being worked upon. The relaxed customer can then drive back home in a freshly serviced vehicle.”
http://www.autoballa.com/2013/10/c-k-birla/xpress-120-minute-offers-service-mitsubishi

